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This is the final report summarizing activity on DoE Grant No. DEF’G02-98ER54477. The grant

was used for startup activity in an experiment designed to address key questions related to the MHD
dynamo, a process by which kinetic energy in flowing, conducting fluids can be spontaneously converted
into magnetic energy. In addition to this grant, a large fraction of the support for the Madison Dynamo
Experiment also comes from NSF in the form of a CAREER award, and from the David and Lucille
Packard Foudation. Dynamos have been invoked to explain the magnetic fields associated with planets,
stars and other astrophysical bodies. The experiment consists primarily of a 1 m diameter sphere of
liquid sodium with flows driven by mechanical propellers.

1. Summary of work done on grant.

During the duration of the grant, we have made significant progress towarda establishing a lab-
oratory for studying current and magnetic fieId generation in MHD systems (dynamo action).
Progress has occurred in three areas: (a) theoretical understanding and numerical modeling of
the dynamo experiment, (b) design and construction of the sodium MHD laboratory and dynamo
apparatus, and (c) water experiments simulating the hydrodynamics of the MHD experiment.

(a) We have made significant progress in modeling the dynamo experiment. An eigenmode code

(b)

has been written for determining the linear stability and structure of magnetic eigenmodes
given a velocity field in a sphere. This code has been used to search for velocity fields with
low values of magnetic Reynolds numbers (a dimensionless number which quantifies the onset
of magnetic instability in dynamo theory and is equal to the product of conductivity times
velocity times device size Rm = poaVOa ); smallmagnetic Reynolds numbers translates into
more easily achieved experimental conditions for an experiment. We have found velocity
fields which wiIl lead to dynamo action at Rrn valuea which are two times smaller than found
previously for the sphere.
The eigenmode code can aIso be used in to simulate the Iinear response of the device to applied
magnetic fields. The code has been used to simulate an experiment in which a external dipole
magnetic field is applied to the experiment, converted to the toroidal direction (eest-west
in a sphere), and amplified, a process known as the w-effect in geodynamo literature. We
expect to have fields 10(3times the applied field produced by sodium flows, demonstrating
conversion of kinetic energy into magnetic energy, part of the dynamo process. Comparisons
of measurements with the predictions of this code will be a critical part of our experimental
approach.
Flows are measured in a water experiment with identical dimensionless parameters (Reynolds
number Re) and used a input to the code. The magnetic response will be measured and com-
pared with the predicted response. Differencescan be attributed to the role that turbulence
plays in current generation.

Velocity fields have been produced and measured in a full size water experiment whkh are
topologically identical to flows required for dynamo action and can lead to dynamo action.
Water and sodium have identical viscosities and mass densities; therefore the water experiment
has identical flows to those of sodium in the absence of electromagnetic forces. The results of
these studies are propeller designs which produce dynamo flowgeometries. Turbulence levels
have been measured and are likely to play an important role in the flux difhsion, and result
in an anomalous resistivity.
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(c) A sodium laboratory has been constructed. This includes a device hall, renovated by the
University and includes smoke handling equipment, major electrical upgrades, and mechanical
support for the experiment. The sodium holding tank and the experimental vessel have been
designed and constructed. Sodium is on site, donated by Argonne National Laboratory.
Sodium seals have been designed and procurred. The motors for driving the propellers are
installed, and the final assembly of the experiment is underway.

A substantial amount of sodium handling equipment has been transferred from the ETEC labo-
ratory, run by Boeing for the DoE to the UW. The equipment includes heaters, thermocouples,
valves, thermowells, pressure traducers, etc. All of the equipment will be of great use to the
dynamo project.
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The compact and low-loss optical waveguide bend is a key component for building future

integrated photonic circuits. The conventional dielectric waveguide bend is limited by the critical

angle of total internal reflection. Therefore, the typical curvature radius of a conventional

waveguide bend operating at k-l .55pm has to be about lmrn [1] to avoid significant bending

loss. Photonic crystal [2], on the other hand, can in principle [3,4]offer a much more compact way

(with -lpm curvature radius) to bend light efficiently. By introducing a properly designed line

defect in a photonic-crystal structure, the ~iding band can be created within the photonic band

gap. Light will therefore be forced to propagate along the line defect by the photonic band gap

(PBG) effect.

An early experiment [5] showed that the compact, low-loss bending of light in the

millimeter Z is possible using a two-dimensional (2D) post array. The 2D post has a large aspect

ratio (e.g., 1:50) in the third direction and thus approximates an ideal 2D system. At optical k,

however, such an ideal 2D structure is more difficult to fabricate [6]. Recently, a new type of

photonic crystal slab structure was proposed [7] and experimentally [8] realized in the optical 1.

The slab structure requires only the fabrication of shallow 2D pillars or holes, yet it confines light

in the 2D plane by a photonic band gap and vertically by index guiding. As a result, it is ideal for

realizing PBG-bends in the optical X. Previous experimental work [9,10] has qualitatively

indicated that light may be guided around a PBG-bend. In this letter, we report a quantitative

analysis of light bending at %-1.55~m using a PBG-bend. A near 100% intrinsic bending

efficiency is experimentally observed at certain frequencies near the valence band edge. The

corresponding bending radius is as small as -lpm.

The photonic-crystal sample consists of a trianguhw array of cylindrical air holes etched

through a thin GaAs slab. The GaAs slab is sandwiched between a 2pm AIXOYand a O.lym SiOz
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as shown in Fig. 1. The AIXOYis converted from Alo.gG~.lAs by using wet oxidation. The depth

of etched holes is -0.6pm, and their sidewalls are straight to within 5 degree. The photonic crystal

is designed to have the hole diameter d=O.6a and the slab thickness t=O.5a, where a is the lattice

constant. Previous measurement [8,11] and calculation [7] have shown that such photonic-crystal

structure has a large TE photonic band gap. For this reason, all the data reported here is measured

with TE polarization input light. To obtain a photonic band gap around X-1.55pm, a set of

samples with a=410460nm is fabricated using direct write electron beam lithography (with

nominal resolution of 2.5nm) and reactive ion beam etching.

A 60-degree photonic-crystal waveguide bend is created by removing one row of holes

along two I’K symmetry directions as shown in Fig. 2a. We have made two 60-degree bends to

form a double-bend device such that the input and output light are parallel to each other to

simplify the measurement setup. Two 60-degree bends are separated by 16 periods of photonic-

crystal waveguide to ensure that there is no coupling effect between each individual bend. A

0,5mm-long conventional ridge waveguide on each side is used for coupling light in and out of

the photonic-crystal waveguide. The ridge waveguides are designed to have a lateral width of 43a

to match the modal extend of photonic-crystal waveguide.

tmnsmissionTo obtain the intrinsic bending efi-lciency (q), we perform an in-plane

measurement on samples with CZ=41O,430, 440, 450, and 460nm. Three diode laser modules with

tuning range 1=1 .29-1.35pm, 2.=1.525-1.595pm, and 1=1.625-l .68pm are used. This

combination allows for a complete mapping of T within the whole photonic band gap.

Transmission is measured by focusing a TE polarized collimated laser beam into the input ridge

waveguide with a microscope objective lens. A calibrated JnGaAs detector is then used to

measure the transmitted power from the output ridge waveguide. An infrared camera is also used

to monitor the modal profile of the output light to ensure that only the signal of waveguiding
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mode is fed into the detector. A more detailed measurement setup has been described in Refs. [8].

Two transmission spectra are taken with (1) a double-bend device (Tl shown in Fig.2a) and (2) a

straight photonic-crystal waveguide of the same length (42 periods) as the double-bend device (T2

shown in Fig2b). The raw data are first digitally smoothed to remove the periodic Fabry-Perot

resonance peaks with wavelength spacing A&O.5nm, which can be readily attributed to the

resonance between the end facet and the photonic crystal. From the smoothed data, the intrinsic

bending efficiency of a single bend is then given by v = ~~.

In Fig. 3, the measured q is plotted as function of frequency co in reduced unit ah.

Different color symbols represent data taken from samples with five different a’s, as labeled in

Fig. 3. The two dashed lines represent valence band (VB) edge at CD=O.255and conduction band

(CB) edge at -0.325, respectively. The band-edge positions are obtained from previous

measurements [11] on the same photonic-crystal structure without line defect. The slight

mismatch among data taken with different a’s is within our +1O% experimental error because of

the uncertainty in free-space to ridge wavegyide coupling efllciency. The measured T shows a

clear maximum value of - 100% at olmx=0.272, which is near the VB edge. This co (=a/X.)

corresponds to a 1= 1585nm and a=430nm. The bending efilciency has a narrow bandwidth, i.e.

Aco-O.05for q > 80%. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of

a near perfect PBG-bend at X-1.55pm.

Also shown in Fig. 3 is the calculated q (black curve) obtained by finite difference time

domain (FDTD) simulation on the same structures shown in Fig. 2. The numerical simulation

consisted of sending a Gaussian input pulse (with center CO=O.3)into the input waveguide and

measuring the flux in the output waveguide. The computed q is obtained with the same

normalization procedure as in the experimental measurement described above. The calculated

peak position, with no adjustable parameters, is at CO=O.277,which agrees with the observed value
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to within 3%. The simulation also correctly predicts the detail q spectral line shape. In particular,

the predicted bending baqd-width for q > 80% is also Aco-O.05.

The observed high bending efilciency at @mx––0.272 may be associated with one of the

guiding modes of the straight PBG-guide. Fig. 4 shows the computed guiding mode dispersion (CO

versus k) along rK direction, obtained by a full 3D calculation [7,12]. The CB, VB, and lightcone

regions are indicated with shaded lines. The three guiding modes are labeled [13]as p. (red

circles), py (blue squares), and dxy (black triangles). The px mode has a even symmetry, and the py,

and dxy modes have an odd symmetry with respect to the x-z mirror plane (defined in Fig. 1)

bisecting the PBG-guide. It is noted that the p. mode is at CO-O.275,which agrees well with o-.

The predicted flat dispersion, with a bandwidth of Aco-O.05,is also consistent with the observed

narrow bandwidth. These agreements indicate that it is the p. guiding mode that gives a high

bending et%ciency around the 60-degree bending comer.

While we have demonstrated that a PBG-bend can bend light efilciently in a very

compact way, two important unsolved issues need to be addressed. First, the flat px dispersion

creates a large modal dispersion mismatch between a ridge waveguide and a PBG-guide [14].

This mismatch, in turn, reduces the light input coupling efilciency. Second, the flat dispersion has

also caused a very narrow guiding bandwidth for the PBG-bend. We would like to point out that a

much wider bandwidth is observed for the straight PBG-guide in our experimental measurement

and FDTD simulation. In both cases, we found that the guiding bandwidth for the straight PBG-

guide almost covers the entire band gap. The exact reason for it is not known. Since both py and

dxy modes have an odd symmetry, they should not couple to the incoming laser light, which has a

Gaussian-like even symmetry. However, it is possible that light can be guided by the px guiding

modes above the lightcone boundary, which extend much further into the gap. Such leaky guiding
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modes may be more susceptible to the radiation loss and therefore cannot be guided in the PBG-

bend.

In summary, we report experimental demonstration of high bending efficiency (TI-1OO%)

in a compact PBG-bend at l-1.55y.m. This work demonstrates the great potential of using

photonic-crystal waveguide to connect different optical components in a much more compact way

than the conventional dielectric waveguide.
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Figure Caption

Figurel. A cross-sectionSEM view of a photonic crystal waveguide integrated with a ridge

waveguide.

Figure 2a. A top view of a double-bend device with two 60-degree bends indicated by two circles.

Figure 2b. A top view of a 42-periods straight PB~ waveguide.

Figure 3. Intrinsic bending efficiency (q), plotted as function of co(di.) within the photon band

gap. Different symbol colors represent data taken with different a’s

Figure 4. Computed dispersion of the photonic-crystal waveguide. Three guiding modes are

represented by different symbols. The conduction band (CB), valence band (VB), and lightcone

regions are indicated as shaded lines.
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Fig. 1
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